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groups in the area or to give exact details of their
migration. But still it is remembered that they have
come from outside. Most of them can tell stories
of their origins. I just want to mention some ex
amples: the Qizilbas, who say that their forefathers
have come from Turkey via Iran and Kashmir, or
the different groups of Kasmlrl who have come
from Kashmir, of course. Some groups of Kasmlrl
even claim that their ancestors have originally
started from Afghanistan. Another instance are
the different families of Sayyids who claim to
be descendants of the prophet Muhammad, or the
KohistanT from the Indus and its tributaries below
 Darel and Tangir. Even the different clans of Sin
and Yeskun who claim that they are the offspring
of the area’s original inhabitants tell stories of their
 forefathers’ immigration.

Of course, not all of these stories can be taken
as reports about factual migration. Some of them
might be “invented traditions.” But they show that
in the minds of the inhabitants the area was indeed
connected with the surrounding countries.

People from Gilgit and People from Outside

Here I am less concerned with stories about the
advent of particular groups than with the structure

 of relationships between people from Gilgit and
immigrants. Due to immigration Gilgit is subject
to what Zygmunt Bauman (1990: 143) has called
 the “master-opposition” - the difference between
inside and outside, that is in our case, the differ
ence between people from Gilgit and people from
 outside. This opposition is used to give order to
the social environment, to sort out individuals and
groups. This order is not fixed in the sense that
 it establishes the position of groups or individuals
once and for all. Not at all, sides can be changed -

they could at least. There were mechanisms of in
tegration through which people from outside could
become people from Gilgit, at least relatively, in
comparison with other people from outside.

 The opposition is equated with a bulk of differ
ent meanings that changed over time. In attributing
these meanings I take the perspective from inside.
 It is the perspective of those who call themselves
muthulfau, that means those who prepared the soil
of Gilgit, the sons of the soil. 2 They - a minority of

2 Muthulfau is a Shina compositum of mathulo (“clod of
earth”) and the verbum fau thök that means “to spread,”
“to break up.” Muthulfau are those who claim that their
ancestors have prepared the soil of Gilgit, making the place
arable. For a myth of origin supporting that claim and a

Gilgit’s population today - claim to be the real, the
original people from Gilgit. This is not to say that
theirs is the only or even the true perspective. From
their point of view a whole series of oppositions
can be related to the difference inside/outside
(Table 1). One could call these the “traditional”
meanings of the opposition between inside and
outside.

Table 1: Opposition Inside/Outside

Inside Outside

known strange
the own the different
land landless
agriculture crafts and trade
xândânï be-xandam
people of the soil migrants, refugees
rich poor
powerful weak
local order threat of disorder
security danger
purity impurity
moral immoral
high low

Xandam and be-xandam

Speaking generally, people from outside were not
regarded favourably. The most important differ
ence between both kinds of people, which ex
presses a difference in status and value, is that
people from Gilgit are xandam whereas people
from outside are be-xandam. Xandam means “of
a family.” Be-xandanl are those who had to leave

their families and their place of origin because
of poverty, feuds, crime, conquest, and similar
reasons. They had to go because they were weak.
They could not defend the honour of their families.
They became refugees or nomads, xanabados, an
entirely negative concept. Xandam people refused
 to accept be-xandam people as their equals: They
did not share meals with them and refused to marry
with them. Xandam and be-xandam could be
distinguished by their occupations: xandam men
cultivated their own land whereas be-xandanl men
possessed no land to cultivate. They were tenants,
 craftsmen, or petty traders, that is, they could not
provide their livelihood independently but were
forced to offer their services to other people.

detailed account of their perspectives today see Sokefeld in
press c. Muthulfau are not a uniformity but belong to the
two different groups (qom) Sin and Yeskun (for these see
Sokefeld 1994).


